Heritage SASH Weight

TRADITION IN MODERN TECHNOLOGY
HERITAGE SASH is a window designed for those who
are looking for windows appropriate for historic

buildings, objects protected by conservator as well as
for the brand new buildings which are meant to
maintain the antiquated look.

HERITAGE SASH combines traditional features of

SASH windows and their appearance with modern

technology. Our solutions allow for closest possible
representation of the appearance of an existing

window. We give our customers a choice between two
more and less expensive versions: glazing fixed

externally with the use of traditional putty just like in

the old days, or with wooden slats which look almost
exactly the same. HERITAGE SASH windows are

produced from Pine, Merantii, Oak and a modern, very
durable ACCOYA wood.

Customers can choose from any RAL color internally

and externally. For those who value the appearance of

natural wood, we offer a range of stain colors by GORI,

WOOD TYPES: Pine, Meranti, Oak and Accoya

which allow the timber structure to shine through.

The combination of modern SASH window construction with ACCOYA timber, provides our customers with a reliable and trouble-free operation
And 50-year guarantee without any additional maintenance or restoration requirements .
HERITAGE SASH windows for historic buildings are available in two options:

1. HERITAGE SASH WEIGHT 48 - 48 mm sash with the following glazing variants : 4 mm; 4x6x4; 4x6Krx4

Minimal possible width of structural glazing bars: 32 mm

2. HERITAGE SASH WEIGHT 45 - 45 mm sash with the following glazing variants: 3 mm; 3x4x3; 3x4Krx3; 3x6x3; 3x6Krx3

Minimal possible width of structural glazing bars: 22 mm

additionally: choice of four types of HORN, and the possibility of krypton glazing, which allows for good thermal insulation in spite of a very narrow
glazing profile - Ug = 1.4 W / m2K !!

The use of krypton glazing in HERITAGE SASH definitely enhances the thermal insulation of these windows, providing much higher room comfort and
significantly reduced exploitation costs.

In a situation where our standard HERITAGE SASH designs or types of timber do not match the demands of our customer, we are ready to prepare

bespoke, dedicated windows, according to supplied drawings and wood type expected by the customer. However, in such situations, please be aware of
a much longer lead time and increased cost in comparison to the standard HERITAGE SASH.

HERITAGE SASH WEIGHT 45

HERITAGE SASH WEIGHT 48
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